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Abstract
Unikernels are minimal, single-purpose virtual machines.
This new operating system model promises numerous benefits within many application domains in terms of lightweightness, performance, and security. Although the isolation between unikernels is generally recognized as strong, there
is no isolation within a unikernel itself. This is due to the
use of a single, unprotected address space, a basic principle
of unikernels that provide their lightweightness and performance benefits. In this paper, we propose a new design that
brings memory isolation inside a unikernel instance while
keeping a single address space. We leverage Intel’s Memory
Protection Key to do so without impacting the lightweightness and performance benefits of unikernels. We implement
our isolation scheme within an existing unikernel written
in Rust and use it to provide isolation between trusted and
untrusted components: we isolate (1) safe kernel code from
unsafe kernel code and (2) kernel code from user code. Evaluation shows that our system provides such isolation with
very low performance overhead. Notably, the unikernel with
our isolation exhibits only 0.6% slowdown on a set of macrobenchmarks.
CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Virtual
machines; Operating systems; Memory management; • Security and privacy → Virtualization and security; Operating systems security.
Keywords: Unikernels, Memory Protection Keys, Memory
Safety
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1

Introduction

Unikernels have gained attention in the academic research
community, offering multiple benefits in terms of improved
performance, increased security, reduced costs, etc. As a
result, the application domains for these minimal, singleapplication virtual machines are plentiful, encompassing
cloud- and edge-deployed micro-services/SaaS/FaaS-based
software [6, 21, 22, 30, 44], server applications [22, 28, 29, 44,
53], NFV [12, 29–31], IoT [12, 15], HPC [25], efficient VM
introspection/malware analysis [52], and regular desktop
applications [36, 47].
One of the fundamental principles of unikernels is the
elimination of the separation between kernel and user parts
of the address space. Thus, a unikernel instance running an
application alongside the unikernel’s Library Operating System (LibOS) possess a single and unprotected address space.
Because of this particularity, it is possible for unikernels
to present interesting opportunities for performance benefits, such as replacing traditional system calls with regular function calls [11, 34] so that significant mode switch
overhead [45] can be avoided. However, from a security perspective, a single and unprotected address space makes it so
that the entire unikernel must be viewed as a single unit of
trust. Subversion of a kernel or application component will
result in the subversion of the entire unikernel with serious
consequences, such as arbitrary code execution, critical data
leaks or tampering, etc.
We argue that the current level of isolation provided by
unikernels is too coarse-grained for many scenarios. First, a
single application may be made of mutually-untrusting components [2, 49], such as if they came from different sources
with variable security coding standards. Second, regarding
the LibOS, although some are written in a memory-safe
language [9, 24, 29, 51], they generally rely on untrusted
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components for low level operations by using a traditional
unsafe language [9, 29, 51] or by using unsafe code blocks
for languages such as Rust. Other unikernel LibOSes are
written entirely in an unsafe language [18, 19, 25]. Third, in
scenarios where mutually untrusting components belonging to the same application need to be isolated [2, 16, 49],
a computing base that is trusted from the tenant point of
view has to be established to enforce that isolation. In the
current state of the unikernel model, this Trusted Computing Base (TCB) cannot be the guest kernel as it is not itself
isolated from the application. This implies falling back on
the hypervisor to be this TCB, which is suboptimal from a
performance standpoint.
Several isolation mechanisms have been proposed in the
past to isolate an application’s untrusting components. They
operate at various levels: using hardware assisted virtualization [3, 20], running components in different processes/using
different page tables [2, 23], or using ISA extensions such
as Intel SGX [1, 7]. None of these techniques can be easily
applied to unikernels without breaking the single address
space principle and thus not only canceling the resulting
performance benefits but also introducing non-negligible
additional performance overheads in the form of switching
costs [49].
In this paper, we propose addressing the aforementioned
unikernel security issues by providing intra-unikernel isolation while maintaining the single address space feature
of this OS model. To do so, we leverage the Intel Memory
Protection Keys (MPK) [10] technology. MPK is a new hardware primitive that provides per-thread permission control
over groups of pages in a single address space with negligible switching overhead [35, 49], making it a compelling
candidate for use in unikernels.
We identify the various areas composing the address space
of a unikernel, i.e. the kernel’s safe/unsafe memory regions
(static data section, stack, and heap), and the user memory
regions (static data section, stack, and heap). Those areas are
isolated from each other by using MPK-based mechanisms to
enforce per-thread permissions on each memory area. Our
design principles are: it should (1) preserve a single address
space; (2) isolate the various areas of the address space; and
(3) have negligible cost.
We demonstrate our techniques on RustyHermit [24], a
unikernel written in Rust. This is done using an efficient
isolation method for intra-unikernel components that relies
on easy-to-use code annotations made by the unikernel LibOS programmer. On top of that mechanism we implement
two isolation policies. First, we isolate safe from unsafe Rust
kernel code so as to limit the possibilities for an attacker
to exploit a vulnerability in the unsafe kernel code. Second,
we re-introduce kernel and user space separation by isolating kernel from user code. This is a basic requirement to
implement application components isolation mechanisms
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that should be enforced by the kernel. Our design allows
protecting the trusted components of the kernel from attacks leveraging vulnerabilities in untrusted ones. We also
protect kernel space from unauthorized access by subverted
user code. Our isolation techniques have a low overhead;
in particular, we still maintain the low system call latency
feature of unikernels.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we first describe the motivation for intraunikernel isolation. Next, we give some background information about the unikernel we work with in this paper,
RustyHermit [24], as well as the programming language
it is written in (Rust) and the Intel MPK technology we use
to provide isolation.
2.1 Unikernel and Isolation
A unikernel [29] consists of a single application compiled and
statically linked with a minimal kernel LibOS. Unikernels
are single purpose, i.e. one instance corresponds to one guest
VM running a single application on top of a hypervisor. A
unikernel instance also presents a single and unprotected
address space shared between the kernel and the application.
All the code executes with the highest privilege level (for
example, ring 0 in x86-64) and thus there is no memory
protection between kernel and user code/data in that address
space.
Such a model brings significant benefits in several domains [34], in particular in terms of performance [19, 25, 34]:
due to the elimination of kernel/user separation, system calls
can be replaced with regular function calls. This significantly
reduces system call latency, as there is no longer a costly
world switch between privilege levels [25]; expensive operations such as page table switching [34] are eliminated. As a
result, unikernels have been shown to outperform traditional
OSes in system intensive workloads [11].
However, the lack of isolation within a unikernel (intraunikernel isolation) raises serious security concerns. Even
if it executes a unique application, viewing a unikernel instance as a single and atomic unit of trust is too coarsegrained in current scenarios: a vulnerability in a relatively
untrusted/vulnerable application component automatically
leads to the attacker taking over the entire system. In a
unikernel, this concern also include kernel components, as
there is no isolation between kernel and user space. We divide intra-unikernel isolation issues into two categories: (1)
the lack of isolation between kernel and user space and (2)
the lack of isolation between trusted and untrusted kernel
components in memory-safe unikernels.
Lack of Isolation between Kernel and User Space. Modern applications are made of components (such as libraries)
having variable degrees of trustworthiness/potential for vulnerabilities, manipulating data with various levels of sensitivity [2]. Without isolation between these, taking over a
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vulnerable component gives the attacker control over the
entire application, including the sensitive data belonging to
other components. Consider, for example, a formally verified
cryptographic library [54] and a user-facing HTTP parsing
module. The former is unlikely to contain vulnerabilities,
but the sensitive data it manipulates (crypto keys) could be
leaked through a vulnerability in the latter (such as CVE2013-2028 in NGINX) when they run in the same application.
Another example is an image manipulation library overwriting sensitive function pointers in the Global Offset Table [2].
To provide more security in these scenarios, intra-application
solutions have been proposed [2, 16, 49]. They rely on a
trusted entity to enforce an isolation policy. Due to the lack
of user/kernel separation in unikernels, that entity cannot
be the guest kernel as application code can freely access
kernel memory. Although the hypervisor could play that
role, it would be suboptimal from a performance point of
view (more VMEXITs). It would also lead to an increase in
the trusted computing base (hypervisor), which is a security
concern. In conclusion, to support isolation of components
within applications, it is necessary to bring back user/kernel
separation in unikernels.
Lack of Isolation between Trusted and Untrusted Kernel Components. Several unikernels’ OS layers are written
in memory safe languages [9, 24, 29, 51]. This offers strong
security guarantees compared to unikernels written in unsafe languages such C/C++ [18, 19, 25, 34]. However, even
memory-safe unikernels rely on untrusted components to
realize the low-level operations that are unavoidable in an
OS context: the use of inline assembly and the need to dereference raw pointers. This is realized either with an unsafe
language for those components [9, 29, 51] or with the use
of unsafe code blocks [24] in a language such as Rust. Once
again, without intra-unikernel isolation, a vulnerability in an
unsafe kernel component leads to the subversion of the entire system, in effect negating the benefits of using a memory
safe language.
In the rest of this paper we focus on RustyHermit [24],
a unikernel written in Rust, although our design could easily be adapted to other unikernels that use C for low-level
operations. One of the main reasons we chose RustyHermit
for our implementation is the fact that, contrary to other
memory-safe unikernels, it does not restrict the application
code to the same language as the LibOS (such as OCaml for
MirageOS, Erlang for LING, and Haskell for HaLVM), which
is a significant compatibility advantage.
Listing 1 shows an unsafe code snippet extracted from
RustyHermit’s source code. These functions manage percore variables using the GS x86-64 segment register, plus a
relative offset depending on the variable. Examples of percore variables are the CPUID, scheduling data structures,
and task state segments. Practical addressing relative to the
GS register can only be done using inline assembly, i.e. it
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impl<T> PerCoreVariableMethods<T> {
#[inline]
default unsafe fn get(&self) -> T {
let value: T;
asm!("movq %gs:($1), $0"
: "=r"(value) : "r"(self.offset())
:: "volatile");
return value;
}
#[inline]
default unsafe fn set(&self, value: T) {
asm!("movq $0, %gs:($1)"
:: "r"(value), "r"(self.offset())
:: "volatile");
}
}

Listing 1. Per-core variable get/set methods.
should be placed within an unsafe code block. If we assume
that, through a bug, the attacker has control over the self
parameter, then the set function can be used to perform
arbitrary memory writes (note that self.offset() returns
a value deterministically computed from the value of self).
Similarly, if we additionally assume that the attacker can
exploit a bug to return the value of the get function, then it
becomes an arbitrary memory read.
To conclude, in addition to kernel/user separation, there is
also the need to bring isolation between safe and unsafe kernel components into memory-safe unikernels. Furthermore,
neither type of isolation should come at the cost of degraded
performance, nor should they negate the performance benefits
of unikernels such as fast system calls, fast context switches,
and the like.
In the rest of this section we give some background information on RustyHermit, kernel development in Rust, and
the Intel MPK, the technology used in this paper to provide
intra-unikernel isolation.
2.2

Rust

Rust is attracting attention as a system programming language because of the memory safety guarantees provided by
its compiler. Furthermore, the absence of a garbage collector
allows Rust to avoid much runtime overheads[13]. Instead of
collecting unused memory in the runtime, Rust is designed
to rely on comprehensive safety checking at compilation
time; there are also runtime safety checks when the compiletime checks are not sufficient [24]. The concept of ownership
ensures that all objects are safely handled with minimal runtime overhead. Thanks to Rust’s memory safety and high
performance, operating systems like RustyHermit [24], Theseus [5], TockOS [27] and Redox [14] were written in Rust.
Rust basically prohibits dereferencing raw pointers for
memory safety. It is, however, inevitable for the kernel to
access unchecked raw pointers, such as when accessing the
page table. In some cases, the kernel has to call assembly,
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2.3 RustyHermit
The unikernel RustyHermit is completely written in Rust and
does not depend on any C code. One of Rust’s major advantages for kernel developers is that it splits the runtime into
an operating-system-independent library and an operatingsystem-dependent library. By implementing Rust’s global
memory allocator, the alloc library, multiple data structures
become available and usable in kernel space. These include
smart pointers as well as basic data structures like linked
lists, binary heaps, ring buffers, and maps. Only a target
specification file that specifies processor type, pointer width,
etc. is required to compile these libraries. Consequently, kernel developers are able to reuse existing, well-tested code
from the Rust community, which simplifies development and
increases the robustness of the kernel.
Additionally, RustyHermit is a full 64-bit kernel, supporting x86-64 processors, SIMD instructions like AVX, thread
local storage, and symmetric multiprocessing. RustyHermit
is completely integrated into the Rust compiler infrastructure. One part of the Rust infrastructure is Cargo, which
is Rust’s package manager and coordinates the build process of Rust binaries. The main difference from the typical
C/C++ build process is that the package manager does not
install binaries, headers, static or shared libraries. It instead
downloads the source code, compiles it with the same compiler flags, and links it directly to the executable. The Rust
community calls such packages crates. By fully integrating
RustyHermit into the Rust toolchain, cargo can be used to
define the dependencies for the application. In principle, every published crate in a repository (e.g., crate.io) can be used
to build executables based on the library operating system.
The only requirement is that the crate must not directly call
the host OS and bypass Rust’s standard runtime.
Besides the support for pure Rust binaries, it is also possible to develop C/C++ applications on top of the Rust kernel.
For this purpose, the C library newlib [32] is used to create
the interface between C/C++ applications and the kernel.
In addition, RustyHermit comes with the lightweight hypervisor uhyve, which is also completely written in Rust and
uses KVM to accelerate the virtualization. RustyHermit is
able to delegate operating system services like filesystem
access to the host system by hypercalls. The technique is
outlined in [34]. RustyHermit is composed of about 20k LoC,
including 650 lines of unsafe code [24].
2.4 Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK)
Intel Memory Protection Keys is a new hardware feature providing per-thread permission control over groups of pages
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such as when executing start-up code directly. To support
those cases, Rust also provides an unsafe code region that
is not checked by the Rust compiler or runtime. As Rust’s
memory safety is not guaranteed in the unsafe block by the
compiler, developers have to write vulnerability-free codes
by themselves.
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Figure 1. Intel Memory Protection Key.
without requiring modification of page tables at a small performance cost. Four previously-unused bits of each page
table entry (the 62nd to the 59th on x86-64) are exploited
by MPK [10, 35]. Since MPK exploits four bits of the page
table entry, it supports up to 15 protection keys (we opted
to reserve key 0).
MPK controls per-thread permission on groups of pages
with the notation (WD, AD), where WD is Write Disable and
AD is Access Disable. The possible states are are read/write
(0,0), read-only (1,0), or no-access (x,1). Each core has a PKRU
register (32 bits) containing a permission value. The value
of the PKRU register defines the permission of the thread
currently running on that core for each group of pages containing a protection key in their page table entries. Figure 1
illustrates MPK’s operation. A thread running on a core 𝐴
has the no-access permission on the pages of group 15 and
read-write on those of group 14. On the other hand, a thread
running on core 𝐵 can not access the pages of group 14 and
can only read the pages of group 15.
Unlike page-table-level permission, MPK provides threadlocal memory permission. Furthermore, the cost of switching
the PKRU value is quasi-negligible [49]. We believe MPK
is most suitable for providing isolation within a unikernel
without harming the principle of unikernels.

3

Assumptions and Threat Model

We define a unikernel application to be a collection of software components, i.e. pieces of code. These are compiled and
linked together to form a unikernel binary, executed at runtime on top of a hypervisor in a VM representing a unikernel
instance. The software components can either be trusted or
untrusted. We assume no vulnerability in trusted components, which in practice denotes the use of a memory-safe
language or verification techniques for these components.
We assume that untrusted components can contain memory vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows, which can be
exploited by an attacker aiming at hijacking the unikernel’s
control flow, leaking or tampering with sensitive data, etc.
We assume a unikernel model in which the LibOS is mainly
implemented in a memory-safe language, examples of which
include MirageOS [29], RustyHermit [24], LING [9], as well
as HaLVM [51]. A unikernel is composed of application and
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static mut KMSG: KmsgSection = KmsgSection {
buffer: [0; KMSG_SIZE + 1],
};

User Memory
(pkey of USER)

pub fn kmsg_write_byte(byte: u8) {
let index = BUFFER_INDEX.fetch_add(1, SeqCst);
unsafe {
let buffer = &mut KMSG.buffer[index % KMSG_SIZE];
write_byte(buffer, byte);
}
}

Listing 2. Example of unsafe kernel code.
kernel code. In this paper we aim to provide user/kernel separation so we simply see the entire application as an untrusted
component, independently of application-specific characteristics such as the language it is written in or the level of skill
of the application’s programmer. In addition, we divide the
kernel code into trusted and untrusted components. Trusted
kernel components represent pieces of code written with
a memory-safe language, i.e., offering strong security guarantees. Untrusted kernel components correspond to code
written either in memory-unsafe languages [9, 29, 51] or in
unsafe Rust code blocks [24]. To summarize, a unikernel is
composed of (1) untrusted application code, (2) untrusted
kernel components, and (3) trusted kernel components.
We assume that there is no vulnerability in the trusted
kernel code, as memory safety is also guaranteed by Rust
compiler. We trust the hardware to behave correctly and
assume that there are no side channels.

4

Design of Intra-unikernel Isolation

This section goes through the design of our intra-unikernel
isolation technique. We follow the design objectives: (1)
preservation of a single address space, (2) isolation of various memory areas, and (3) negligible cost.
4.1

Data considered to isolate

We have a general security principle: untrusted code should
access only what it needs to operate correctly. Listing 2 shows
an example of unsafe kernel code in RustyHermit. The function write_byte in kmsg_write_byte stores the input byte
on the KMSG buffer. As write_byte writes the input at the
destination decided by a raw pointer, it should be called in an
unsafe code block. In this example, write_byte accesses the
KMSG buffer through the local variable buffer. Therefore,
the call to write_byte, the buffer KMSG, and the variable
buffer should all be isolated.
Kernel code is comprised of safe components and unsafe
components. Isolating unsafe kernel functions and variables
requires separate .data/.bss sections for static data, stacks
for function calls, and heaps for dynamic memory allocation.
Thus, we create an isolated data section, isolated stack, and
isolated heap for the unsafe components. For the user/kernel
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Figure 2. Virtual address space layout for intra-unikernel
isolation.
isolation, we isolate all the sections of user memory by creating another isolated .data/.bss section, isolated stack, and
isolated heap for the user application. Figure 2 shows the
virtual address space layout of safe sections for the safe
kernel components, isolated sections for the unsafe kernel
components, and user sections for the user application.
4.2 Isolation with MPK
We leverage Intel MPK for intra-unikernel isolation. As previously described, MPK provides per-thread permissions for
groups of pages according to their protection keys (pkeys).
We set a pkey of UNSAFE on pages of the isolated data section,
stack, and heap. On the other hand, pages for the safe kernel
memory sections have a pkey of SAFE and pkey of USER for
the user memory.
We switch the current thread’s permission for the pkey
SAFE to “No Access” right before calling an unsafe function.
Right after the function returns, the permission is switched
back to “Read Write” to end the isolation. An example in
Listing 3 shows that the permission for the SAFE memory
region is set to No Access before executing the unsafe kernel code (raw pointer dereference, unsafe function call, and
inline assembly) by setting a value of 0b0...01100 (SAFE
pkey is 1: 2nd, 3rd bits are set to 1s for No Access) in the
PKRU register. After the function returns, the permission is
set back to Read-Write by writing a value of 0b0...00000 to
the PKRU. Therefore, MPK prohibits the thread from accessing the SAFE memory region (whose PTEs contain the pkey
of SAFE) while executing the UNSAFE function. If a thread
executing untrusted code (unsafe kernel or user application
code) tries to access the safe memory region, a protection
key page fault occurs and terminates process execution.
4.3 Unsafe Kernel Isolation
There are unsafe code blocks containing unsafe function calls,
raw pointer dereference operations, and inline assembly in
kernel code. Some of them need to access global variables
or local variables in the stack frame of their caller function.
Therefore, we create separate sections for static data isolation, a stack for unsafe function calls, and a heap for any
dynamic memory allocation required by the unsafe functions. Those isolated memory regions are protected from the
user application by MPK with the UNSAFE pkey.
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unsafe {
pkey_safe_NO_ACCESS();
*ptr = some_data;
unsafe_function(ptr);
asm!("NOP"::::);
pkey_safe_READ_WRITE();
}

//
//
//
//
//
//

pkey of SAFE is 1
MPK_WRPKRU(0b0...01100)
Raw pointer dereference
Unsafe function call
Inline Assembly
MPK_WRPKRU(0b0...00000)

Listing 3. Example of isolating unsafe kernel code: raw
pointer dereference, unsafe function call, and inline assembly.
MPK_WRPKRU writes a value of 32bit on PKRU register.
Static Data Isolation. Unsafe functions in kernel may need
to access global variables. We define global variables accessed
by the unsafe kernel code as unsafe global variables. We place
the unsafe global variables into a separate memory section
(.isolated_data section in Figure 2). On the other hand,
global variables that are only used by safe kernel code should
be located in the safe data section, which unsafe kernel code
is not able to access. We minimize the number of global
variables in the unsafe data section by including only those
needed, so a compromised thread in the unsafe kernel code
can only access a very limited part of memory.
In the real kernel code, there are some global variables
that are needed by both safe and unsafe code. We also put
those shared global variables in the unsafe data section. As
our objective is minimizing the number of global variables
accessed by the unsafe code, all the rest of global variables are
protected by the unsafe code. Although having a separate
.bss section for uninitialized global variables is useful to
reduce the size of binary, we keep the variables in the data
section to ease design complexity while still attaining the
reasonably small size of a unikernel.
Stack Isolation. An unsafe function should not share its
function call stack frame with a safe function. We create a
separate stack isolated by MPK pkey for unsafe functions,
shown as .isolated_stack in Figure 2. When an unsafe
function is called, we switch the value of the stack pointer
register (%rsp in x86-64) with the address of the isolated
stack.
By default, an unsafe function is strictly isolated, so it is
unable to access the safe stack frames. In real kernel code,
however, an unsafe function may try to access its caller’s
stack frames through local variables. If the caller is a safe
function, the access should be managed carefully. In this case,
we only allow accesses to the shared stack frame between the
safe caller and the unsafe callee, meaning the unsafe callee
function is still not able to access the rest of the caller’s stack
frames.
Heap Isolation. An isolated heap is required for unsafe
code to allocate memory dynamically. We create a separate
heap (isolated heap in Figure 2) and a memory allocation
function (unsafe_allocate) for it. The unsafe_allocate
function assigns available virtual and physical addresses
and maps them while writing the pkey of UNSAFE to the
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corresponding page table entries. Consequently, a thread
with inaccessible permissions for the safe memory region can
still access the memory allocated by the unsafe_allocate
function while executing the unsafe code.
4.4

User Application Isolation

The entire user part of the address space is assumed to be
untrusted. For that reason, we separate the entire memory
of the application from the kernel memory as the traditional monolithic kernel model does. However, separation
is done by MPK, for which the domain switch operation, a
simple update of the PKRU value, is much faster than traditional user/kernel separation methods involving costly world
switch interrupts. Consequently, it fundamentally follows
the main principle of unikernels: a single address space.
As the entire user application is treated as a set of untrusted components, all the memory sections are separated:
.data/.bss, user stack, and user heap (Figure 2). A thread running a user application code should not be able to access
either kernel memory regions, safe or unsafe. The border
between user and kernel is quite distinct: a thread enters
the kernel when system calls are called and exits the kernel
when the system calls return.
User application memory also comprises user static data
(.data, .bss, etc.), user stack, and user heap like those of the
kernel. We can reuse most of the design choices used for the
safe/unsafe kernel isolation.

5

Implementation

We implement a prototype on top of RustyHermit to demonstrate our techniques. We can leverage Rust’s features such
as Rust Macros [38] to provide developers with a convenient
way to use our isolation mechanism on the existing kernel
source code.
5.1

Protection Keys and MPK Permission

Isolating safe/unsafe and kernel/user memory requires two
MPK protection keys. The protection key of 1 is used for
the safe kernel memory region permission, while 2 is used
for the unsafe kernel memory regions. As the user application is the most untrusted component, it is not protected
by any protection key. Table 1 summarizes PKRU values
that determine permissions for the groups of pages by the
protection keys. A thread running with a PKRU value of
0x00 is the most trusted entity at that point. However, when
the thread executes an unsafe kernel code block, its PKRU
is set to contain 0xC (0b0000_1100). This PKRU value prohibits the thread from accessing the group of pages of pkey 1,
which corresponds to the safe memory regions. In the same
way, 0x3C (0b0011_1100) in the PKRU register prevents the
thread from accessing both safe (pkey 1) and unsafe (pkey
2) kernel memory regions, providing the isolation of kernel
from user memory.
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Table 1. PKRU values for memory regions: when a thread executes each code, PKRU is set to the corresponding value. For
example, before a thread executes the user code, PKRU is set to contain 0x3C (No Access on both safe and unsafe kernel
memory regions) such that access to kernel memory by that thread is prohibited.
Memory Region
Kernel (safe)
Kernel (unsafe)
User
5.2

Unused 26 bits (pkey 3 ∼15)
0b00000000000000000000000000
0b00000000000000000000000000
0b00000000000000000000000000

UNSAFE (pkey 2)
00
00
11

Unsafe Kernel Isolation

Rust unsafe code [39] provides additional features such as
raw pointer dereferences, inline assembly, Rust intrinsic functions, and unsafe function calls, as well as the use of static
mutable global variables. As the Rust compiler does not guarantee memory safety in the unsafe code blocks, kernel developers should carefully use unsafe code at their own risk.
However, all unsafe code can contain potential memory vulnerabilities. Accessing a static mutable global variable, for
example, may expose a data race, but does not have memory
vulnerabilities.
Rust Macro. Rust macros provide a handy way of reusing
multiple lines of code [23]. As explained in Sections 4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4, there are several steps involved in safe/unsafe and
kernel/user isolation of global and local variables, and functions. All the procedures can be packed into an easy-to-use
macro for better programmability. Listing 4 provides an example of a macro that isolates an unsafe function introduced
in Listing 2. Macro isolated_function wraps the unsafe
function call and expands to multiple steps that isolate the
function. For a global variable accessed by the unsafe function, macro unsafe_global_var locates the global variable
in the isolated data section.
Isolated Kernel Data Section. We wrote a linker script to
specify the isolated data section (labeled .unsafe_section)
at a certain address. When RustyHermit boots, the pkey of
UNSAFE is set for the corresponding page table entries of the
section. To allocate global variables in the .isolated_data
section, we leverage Rust’s attribute (#[link_section]) to
dedicate variables to that specific section [37]. To ease use of
that attribute, we provide the unsafe_global_var macro,
which wraps the definition of a global variable with the
#[link_section] attribute. Developers should explicitly
wrap the definition of a global variable that is accessed by unsafe kernel code with the unsafe_global_var macro. Listing 4 shows how the global variable KMSG is wrapped with
the unsafe_global_var macro (at line #2). The macro adds
the attribute #[link_section] before the definition of the
target global variable (at line #21).
Isolated Kernel Stack. We create a separate stack with
the protection key of UNSAFE apart from the stack for safe
kernel functions. This isolated stack is used when calling
an unsafe kernel function such as write_byte in Figure 2.

SAFE (pkey 1) Reserved (pkey 0) Hex Value
00
00
0x00
11
00
0xC
11
00
0x3C

Switching the stack pointer for the unsafe function to use
the isolated stack frame can be done by switching the value
of %rsp register by inline assembly. We provide a macro
(isolate_function) to expand lines of inline assembly because isolating an unsafe function requires: (1) saving the
current stack pointer; (2) switching the stack pointer to the
isolated stack; (3) changing MPK permission to No Access
on the safe kernel memory; (4) calling the unsafe function;
(5) restoring the MPK permission to Read Write on the safe
memory; and (6) restoring the stack pointer to the safe stack.
It only works, however, for an unsafe function that does
not need to access its caller’s stack frame. Some functions
get references to local variables of the caller as function
parameters and access them. To cover this case, we also provide a macro (isolate_function_weak) with extra steps
for sharing the caller’s stack frame. The macro that disallows accessing the caller’s stack frame is, by contrast, named
isolate_function_strong. It is also possible that an unsafe function needs to access data in a frame of one of the
caller functions (e.g., caller’s caller and so on). We provide
share and unshare macros for making local variables in the
remote stack frames accessible/inaccessible to the unsafe
function.
Placing annotations represents some effort on the programmer side. However, we consider it to be relatively low:
in our effort to isolate RustyHermit safe/unsafe code and
user/kernel space, less than 2% of the codebase was touched.
It is also straightforward: a simple keyword to place. Finally,
that process is guided: any overlooked variable will be identified at runtime with a MPK fault.
Isolated Kernel Heap. We create an isolated heap for unsafe functions to allocate memory dynamically. Instead of
implementing a new memory allocation function for the
isolated heap, we reuse the existing allocation function for
the safe kernel heap. The memory allocation function maps
a virtual-physical address by writing the physical address
and page flags to the corresponding page table entries. The
unsafe allocation function additionally sets a protection key
of unsafe on the page table entries.
Raw Pointer Accesses, Inline Assembly. Dereferencing
raw pointers and using inline assembly allows access to
arbitrary locations in memory, so such techniques should be
isolated in a way that does not change the stack. We thus
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1
2
3
4

/********* Macro usage example *********/
unsafe_global_var!(
static mut KMSG: KmsgSection = KmsgSection {
buffer: [0; KMSG_SIZE + 1],});

5
6
7
8

unsafe fn write_byte<T>(buffer: *mut T, byte: T) {
volatile_store(buffer, byte);
}

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

pub fn kmsg_write_byte(byte: u8) {
let index = BUFFER_INDEX.fetch_add(1, SeqCst);
unsafe {
let buffer = &mut KMSG.buffer[index % KMSG_SIZE];
isolate_function!(write_byte(buffer, byte));
}
}

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

/********* Macro definition below *********/
macro_rule! unsafe_global_var! {
(static $name:ident: $var_type:ty = $val:expr) => {
#[link_section = ".unsafe_data"]
static $name: $var_type = $val;
};
}

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

macro_rule! isolate_function {
($f:ident($($x:tt)*)) => {{
asm!("mov %rsp, $0;" // Store stack pointer
"mov $1, %rsp;" // Switch to isolated stack
"mov $2, %eax;" // N/A perm on SAFE memory
"xor %ecx, %ecx;"
"xor %edx, %edx;"
"wrpkru;"
// Write %eax on PKRU
"lfence"
: "=r"(current_rsp)
: "r"(isolated_stack),"r"(UNSAFE_PERMISSION)
: "eax", "ecx", "edx" : "volatile");

38

$f($($x)*);

39

// Actual function call

40

asm!("mov $0, %eax;" // R/W perm on SAFE memory
"xor %ecx, %ecx;"
"xor %edx, %edx;"
"wrpkru;"
"lfence;"
"mov $1, %rsp" // Restore stack pointer
:: "r"(SAFE_PERMISSION),"r"(current_rsp)
: "eax", "ecx", "edx" : "volatile");

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

}};
}

Listing 4. Isolation of unsafe kernel code using Rust macros.
Usage example of the macros in the kernel code and the
definitions of the macros.
implemented two macros for developers: isolation_start
and isolation_end. The first macro, isolation_start, is
used to indicate that the isolation starts, so it switches the
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MPK permission to No Access on the safe memory regions.
The other one, isolation_end, is used to indicate the end of
isolation, and it restores the MPK permission to Read-Write.
Kernel developers should add isolation_start before a
raw pointer deference or inline assembly to start isolation
and isolation_end after them to finish isolation.
Non-isolated Function. There is a small amount of unsafe
kernel code that cannot be isolated by our techniques. For
example, the spinlock code has a few unsafe functions that
are used by both safe and unsafe kernel code. Introducing
isolation on the functions may cause deadlock. Functions
such as lgdt or load_cs also cannot be isolated because
they are called early in the boot process. We also do not
isolate x86 I/O port instructions such as in and out because
these functions manipulate device memory. Functions such
as wrmsr and rdmsr are not isolated because they access
machine-specific registers. It is worth noting that all of these
unprotected unsafe code blocks are very small, most representing just a few instructions and extremely unlikely to
represent vulnerabilities.
5.3 Copy between Safe/Unsafe Kernel Code
RustyHermit requires BIOS and boot loader data to be located in a fixed memory address. Accessing this data is done
by unsafe functions because it is accessed via a raw pointer,
and this data should also be isolated. However, we cannot apply our isolation mechanism to it, since RustyHermit stores
it at a fixed address. To protect the data, we provide a copy
mechanism. When a thread accesses the data (e.g., an eightbyte variable in a data structure), only eight bytes are copied
to a per-core memory buffer (unsafe_storage). The thread
then accesses unsafe_storage through an unsafe function.
If the thread writes new data to unsafe_storage, it should
be synced so it is copied back to the original data structure.
These operations are protected by threads concurrently running on the other cores. This is because unsafe_storage is
restricted to that core only by using %gs-relative addressing
(i.e., each core contains a different base address in the %gs
register).
The memory copy function is itself unsafe because it requires raw pointers for source and destination. We maintain
a whitelist of memory addresses to limit arbitrary memory
access by the copy function.
In addition to the unikernel-specific areas, per-core data
is accessed by the copy mechanism. The per-core data is
accessed by the unsafe functions (we introduce get and set
methods presented in Listing 1), so it should be isolated. It is
not suitable to locate the per-core data in the isolated data
section because per-core data contains important data such
as a pointer to the scheduler.
5.4 User Application Isolation
Isolating the user memory region is simpler than the unsafe
kernel isolation because the application does not share global
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pub extern "C" fn sys_rand() -> u32 {
return kernel_function!(__sys_rand());
}

Listing 5. A system call calling an internal function wrapped
by the kernel_function macro.
variables with the kernel. In consequence, their border is
distinct and the MPK permissions should only be switched
for system calls.
System Calls. System calls are the gate between user and
kernel so MPK permissions and stack should be switched
before making a system call and after returning from it. To
avoid modifying the Rust standard library, we modified the
definition of system call. Each system call calls internal calls
(e.g., sys_rand calls __sys_rand in Listing 5) and the internal function is wrapped with a kernel_function macro.
What the kernel_function macro does is similar to the
isolate_function for unsafe kernel isolation. It expands
into a few lines of inline assembly, and switches the MPK
permission and the stack pointer to the user stack.

6

Security Evaluation

Unikernels such as RustyHermit are still an emerging technology and are not widely used in production. It was thus
difficult to find known vulnerabilities we could use to validate our unikernel isolation scheme. As a result, we provide
unikernel applications with handcrafted attack scenarios
and demonstrate that our isolation technique successfully
thwarts those attacks. We present 2 scenarios, respectively
demonstrating (1) user vs. kernel space isolation and (2) safe
and unsafe kernel code isolation.
User vs. Kernel Space Isolation. In this scenario, we assume the application is external-facing (a web server, for
example) and contains a memory corruption-based vulnerability that a remote attacker uses to perform arbitrary memory reads/writes. Examples are CVE-2013-2028 for NGINX
and CVE-2014-0226 for Apache. In an unprotected unikernel,
due to the lack of user/kernel isolation, the attacker would
then be able to use the vulnerability to freely tamper with
or leak sensitive kernel data. This could be used to break
security mechanisms enforced by the kernel, such as Address
Space Layout Randomization (ASLR).
We reproduced this scenario by writing a simple unikernel application that accesses the kernel data segment. In
an unprotected unikernel, an attacker could freely read and
write kernel data. Our user application isolation scheme can
prohibit this attack. As the user application is running with
the MPK permission USER, which disallows to access the kernel memory (including the kernel data section). When the
write operation is issued, an MPK fault occurs and unikernel execution is terminated. Our system also displays some
information about the fault, such as the instruction pointer
at the time and the faulty address, in order to help a system
administrator investigate the attack.
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Unsafe Kernel Isolation. In this scenario, we assume that
an attacker is able to hijack the control flow of the unikernel
application and divert it to trigger the execution of buggy
unsafe kernel code through a system call. Depending on
the vulnerability in the kernel code, the attacker could then
tamper/leak kernel data, escalate privileges, execute arbitrary code, etc. Examples of vulnerable kernel code called
through system calls with specific parameters are numerous,
with specific examples being CVE-2013-1763 and CVE-201610229.
We reproduced such a scenario by assuming an attacker
is able to manipulate the parameters of the per-core kernel
variable access methods presented in Listing 1. This would
give the attacker arbitrary memory read/write capabilities.
The safe/unsafe kernel isolation method we implemented
prevents malicious calls to set/get methods from accessing memory that is not allowed, i.e. the majority of kernel
memory. When the unsafe kernel code tries to access the inaccessible memory regions, an MPK fault terminates unikernel
execution and provides the instruction pointer at that point
as well as the faulty address.
Discussion: Other Attack Scenarios. An attack scenario
against our system would be unsafe code tampering with the
PKRU. A possible mitigation against such an attack would
be to use binary analysis/rewriting to validate/sanitize any
use of the WRPKRU instruction, as done in ERIM [49]. An
attacker could also try to bypass such checks by using Return Oriented Programming (ROP) to jump to code snippets
manipulating the PKRU. A classical mitigation used in all
modern systems against ROP is ASLR. Although they are currently not implemented in RustyHermit, both static analysis
and ASLR can be integrated without any runtime overhead.
There is also a possibility of information leaks or dataoriented attacks due to unused registers not being saved
and scrubbed upon safe/unsafe code switches. We chose not
to do so for performance reasons, as it is certain that saving and restoring registers, for example with the xsaveopt
instruction, will increase the domain switch latency.

7

Performance Evaluation

We conducted a performance evaluation to demonstrate our
design principles: providing isolation with minimal overhead.
The objective of the performance evaluation is to answer the
following questions: First, what are the overheads of switching
across isolated safe and unsafe kernel code and across isolated
kernel/user code? Second, what is the performance impact
of such isolation on real applications? Third, how does our
scheme perform in a multi-threaded environment? We chose
vanilla RustyHermit as a baseline and compare our prototype
against it. Our experimental setup has an Intel Xeon Silver
4110 CPU (2.10GHz, eight physical cores) with 64KB of L1
cache, 1024KB of L2 cache per core, and 11MB of L3 cache.
The setup has 192GB of main memory and runs Ubuntu
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Table 2. PerCoreVariable get and set methods called by
core_id and set_core_scheduler, respectively.
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Figure 3. Cost of isolated write_bytes call.
18.04 with Linux 4.15 (needed for MPK support). Rust’s cargo
version is 1.40.0.
7.1 Unsafe Kernel Isolation
In this section, we evaluate the unsafe kernel isolation. We
aim to measure the overhead of calling an unsafe kernel function isolated by our techniques. This is because isolating unsafe kernel functions may contain the possible overhead (e.g.,
MPK permission switching, stack switching, data copying)
compared to vanilla ones. We chose examples of some unsafe
kernel functions and implemented a micro-benchmark to
measure the time cost of the isolated unsafe kernel functions.
Write_bytes. write_bytes is an unsafe function writing
byte to an arbitrary address. We isolate write_bytes with
isolate_function_strong macros and call it one million
times, then calculate the time cost of a single function call.
The result, presented in Figure 3, contains the total cost of
the unsafe function call, composed of: switching the kernel
stack and the MPK permission, the actual function call, and
restoring the stack and the MPK permission. We change
the write size from 1 byte to 4KB. For each size, we iterate
one million times and calculate the slowdown caused by the
unsafe function isolation. With small writes, the isolated
write_bytes is four times slower than the vanilla one. This
is because the majority of the overhead comes from our
isolation mechanism. However, as the write size increases,
the cost of calling write_bytes dominates the overall cost
and the isolation overhead becomes negligible. In particular,
our prototype introduces a 6% slowdown when writing 4KB
at a time.
Per-core Variable Get and Set Methods. We also evaluated the cost of the core_id and set_core_scheduler functions to measure the per-core variable get and set methods
(Percore.get and Percore.set). Introduced in Figure 1,
Percore.get and Percore.set could be used as attack vectors to gain arbitrary memory read/write capabilities. Their
usage as potential attack vectors means they should be isolated. In addition, they are invoked by kernel functions such
as core_id and set_core_scheduler, which are frequently
called in the kernel code. This makes them appealing as candidates for our unsafe kernel isolation as well. To do this, we
created a micro-benchmark that iteratively calls core_id to
invoke Percore.get and set_core_scheduler to invoke

Caller function

Unsafe function

core_id
set_core_scheduler

Percore.get
Percore.set

Cost (µs)
Isolated Vanilla
0.202
0.017
0.367
0.020

Percore.set. We measure the time cost of a hundred million calls, calculate the cost of one function call, and compare
the isolated one to the vanilla one. Table 2 shows the results
of the experiment. First, we observe the performance difference between Percore.get and Percore.set on both the
isolated and the vanilla benchmarks. set_core_scheduler
generally costs more than core_id because memory reads
are faster than writes. When comparing the isolated functions to the vanilla ones, the isolated functions take longer
due to the cost of memory copies introduced by the copy
mechanism (Section 5.3): it introduces additional memory
copy overhead besides the unsafe kernel isolation overhead
(MPK permission switching, stack switching). Percore.get/
set copies the original per-core values to the unsafe memory
region, which is followed by the unsafe read/write operation
(Listing 1) being performed on the unsafe memory region.
Finally, the updated data is copied back to the original percore data location. This additional overhead explains the
performance degradation for the isolated Percore.get/set
methods.
7.2 User Application Isolation
We evaluated user application isolation by measuring the
cost of system calls, as they are a bridge between kernel and
user space. To do so, we implemented micro-benchmarks
written in both Rust and C and compare them. They exhibit
null calls and getpid calls, the latter involving data copying.
In addition to vanilla RustyHermit, we also evaluated system
calls in Linux running on KVM. For Linux-KVM, we tested on
an Ubuntu 17.10 distribution using Linux 4.13. We compiled
all of the code with optimization level 3.
Null System Call. We evaluated a null system call to measure the pure system call latency. This call does nothing
other than return, allowing us to measure the pure overhead
of our user application isolation mechanism. For Linux, we
use the getpid system call. We call this null system call a
hundred million times and calculate the average cost for
one function call. Note that we disabled vDSO for Linux in
order to avoid potential user-mode system calls. Figure 4A
represents the cost of the null system call in the Rust and C
applications. The isolated null system call in the Rust application takes 0.19 µs while the vanilla one takes 0.002 µs. This
difference comes from the user application isolation mechanism that we provide. The vanilla system call only has the
overhead of function call. However, the isolated system call
introduces: (1) accessing the Task structure through the percore scheduler (which can be accessed by Percore.get and
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Figure 4. System call evaluation.
also introduces the overhead mentioned in Section 7.1) to get
the user stack address, (2) switching the MPK permission and
stack pointer. Furthermore, the compiler loses optimization
possibilities due to the use of the macros that we provide.
Nonetheless, the system call isolated by the user application
isolation mechanism is approximately three times faster than
getpid on Linux (0.58 µs). This demonstrates that we can
provide isolation while still maintaining the low system call
latency feature of unikernels.
In the C application, all of the system call results are a bit
slower (the isolated system call takes 0.21 µs, the vanilla version takes 0.005 µs, and the Linux version takes 0.61 µs). The
user application isolation overhead still dominates the overall cost of the system call and reduces compiler optimization
possibilities.
Getpid. This function is provided for user applications and
invokes the sys_getpid system call. sys_getpid also contains unsafe/safe switches and the copy mechanism used
for the per-core data. Thus, the cost of the getpid function
can represent the overall overhead of the user application
isolation mechanism. As in the null system call experiment,
we set a micro-benchmark to make the call a hundred million
times and calculate the average cost for one function call.
Figure 4B presents the results of getpid on our prototype,
vanilla RustyHermit, and Linux. We tested both Rust and C
applications.
In all cases, the system call from the Rust application outperforms that of the C application, as with the null system
calls. In addition, the cost gap between Rust and C is similar
to that for the null system call. The memory copy overhead
is the main factor in the performance degradation of our prototype, as the PID of the task is stored in the Task structure
that is referenced by the current pointer in the per-core
scheduler. Accessing the per-core scheduler is performed
via Percore.get, which introduces the additional memory
copy.
With our scheme, the getpid system call is still 2x faster
than it is on Linux, demonstrating that our technique preserves unikernel benefits.
Sbrk. We measured sbrk (only used by C applications) latency for evaluation of the user application isolation. We
call sbrk with a parameter of 16 (an increment of 16). sbrk

(a) Time cost of sbrk
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(b) Multi-threaded getpid

Figure 5. Evaluation of sbrk and multi-threaded getpid.
calls sys_sbrk, which does not include expensive per-core
variable methods such as Percore.get and Percore.get.
However, our user application isolation introduces the overhead of the MPK switch and the stack switch. Despite this,
sbrk with our user application isolation still outperforms
the Linux one significantly, as shown in Figure 5a.
Multi-threading. To demonstrate that our intra-unikernel
isolation method works in multi-threaded environments, we
created a Rust benchmark launching up to 8 threads and
parallelizing an iteration of ten million getpid calls. We
could observe that our intra-unikernel worked with multithreading and scaled with the number of threads (Figure 5b).
7.3 Real Applications
To measure the overall performance impact of our system,
we evaluated our prototype with macro-benchmarks. We
used memory/compute intensive benchmarks from various
suites including NPB [41], PARSEC [4], and Phoenix [40].1
The results are shown in Figure 6, illustrating that the average slowdown imposed by the intra-unikernel isolation
compared with the vanilla unikernel is only 0.6%.
We also counted the number of unsafe/safe switches and
user/kernel switches and summarize them in Table 3. Remember that one unsafe function call corresponds to two
unsafe/safe switches (from safe to unsafe switch on entry and
unsafe to safe switch on return) and one system call corresponds to two user/kernel switches. Especially, phoenix-pca
has a total of 27,246 switches and switches at a rate of 1,238
per second, which is system intensive. The evaluation demonstrates that our system introduces negligible performance
overhead for real applications.

8

Related Works

Unikernels. Since their invention in 2013 [29], unikernels
have grown in popularity in academia. These single-purpose,
minimal VMs offer benefits in addition to the already mentioned performance gains. They are lightweight [43], offering
subsecond boot time and very low disk/memory footprints.
This is due to the simplicity of unikernel LibOSes and the fact
that in a unikernel instance, the kernel embeds only what
1 Note

that some applications from these suites are not supported due to the
limited compatibility of RustyHermit.
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Table 3. Number of unsafe/safe switches and user/kernel
switches invoked by benchmarks.
Benchmark

Unsafe/safe
switches

User/kernel
switches

npb-cg
npb-is
npb-ep
npb-mg
phoenix-kmeans
phoenix-pca
whetstone
dhrystone
livermore
linpack

5218
4294
4370
4606
6882
19402
3758
3734
13118
3878

272
106
116
158
1580
7844
14
10
1574
38
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Figure 6. Macro benchmarks.
is needed for the application it runs. Lower footprints translate into cost reductions for the cloud tenant and superior
consolidation (increased revenue) for the provider. Fast boot
times make unikernels good candidates for scale-out/elastic
deployments [33]. The potential application domains for
unikernels are plentiful, as listed in the introduction.
The isolation between unikernel instances running on a
host is strong as they are virtual machines, and they are considered superior to containers [30] in that regard. However,
in this paper we show that the lack of intra-unikernel isolation is a security issue and addressed that concern. To our
knowledge, we are the first to propose an intra-unikernel
isolation system.
The performance benefits of unikernels come at least partially from the sharing of a single and unprotected address
space [19, 25, 34]. That concept was originally pioneered by
single-address-space OSes that appeared in the 90s following
the appearance of 64-bit virtual addressing, such as Opal [8]
or Nemesis [26]. We demonstrated that using a lightweight
isolation mechanism such as MPK can bring security benefits
while keeping a low latency for system calls.
Although some unikernels such as Rumprun [18], OSv [19],
and HermitCore/HermiTux [25, 34] are entirely written in
unsafe languages (C/C++), others use memory safe languages.
These include MirageOS [29] written in OCaml, LING [9]
in Erlang, HaLVM [51] in Haskell, and RustyHermit [24] in

Rust. However, even those rely on memory unsafe languages
or unsafe code blocks to implement the low level operations
that an OS needs to support. Using our isolation scheme, we
show that the safe part of the kernel can be isolated from
the unsafe regions.
Software Components Isolation. Beyond the traditional
user/kernel split, the decomposition of software into trusted
and untrusted components has been studied in several past
works, at the application [2, 23, 49] and OS [46–48, 50] levels.
LibOSes such as Graphene [47, 48] adopt the Exokernel OS
model and bring as many kernel components as possible in
user space, reducing the size of the interface with the kernel
for more isolation. In VPFS [50], the filesystem service is split
between two isolated components, a small and trusted computing base performing security-critical operations and an
untrusted code base reusing most of the code of an existing
legacy file system. In Proxos [46], the system call interface
is partitioned into trusted and untrusted operations. Configuration rules allow routing the application’s system calls
either to a trusted micro kernel or to an untrusted commodity
OS. Occlum [42] runs a LibOS within an Intel SGX enclave
and offers isolation for multiple tasks inside that enclave by
leveraging Intel MPX [17] (deprecated in recent Intel CPUs).
Among the fine-grained isolation works focusing on the
application level [2, 23, 49], SandCrust is relatively close to
our work. It isolates safe from unsafe Rust code by running
unsafe code in a separate process, which is not doable in a
unikernel without breaking the single address space principle. To our knowledge, we are the first to apply fine-grained
isolation to unikernels. Due to the peculiarities of this OS
model, we face specific challenges such, as the need to keep
a single address space to preserve a low system call latency
and the need to reintroduce user/kernel space isolation.

9

Conclusion

The lack of intra-unikernel isolation is a serious security
concern. We designed an isolation scheme for components
within a unikernel instance. Relying on the Intel MPK technology allows us to keep the single address space feature
of unikernels and thus maintain their performance benefits.
We demonstrated an overhead as low as 0.6% for macrobenchmarks. The code is available online at the following
URL: https://ssrg-vt.github.io/libhermitMPK.
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